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Abstract

The radiation transfer of the vector electromagnetic field v/as first 

formulated by Chandrasekhar w hile  deriving the polarization characteristics of 

a sunlit sky. There are two subtle problems underlying this treatment.

The first concerns the crucial identification of a Stokes parameter 

with the specific intensity of radiation. W h ile  both depend on position in 3-D space, 

the latter has4intrinsic to it ,  an additional angular dependence defining the flow of 

the radiation fie ld . How can this inadequacy bo remedied without damaging the 

results obtained heretofore from Chandrasekhar's formalism?

The second problem arises from the feet that the radiative transfer 

equation describes the transport of an incoherent radiation field  through space. This, 

however^ seems to contradict the results of the Van C ittert-Zem ike-W olf theorem 

which implies that an incoherent field develops coherence as it passes through free 

space implying, of course, that the radiative transfer equation must involve not 

incoherent but partia lly coherent fields.

In this paper the vector transfer equation of the direct beam (Beer's lav/) 

is derived from first principles. The analysis of this equation provides a satisfactory 

resolution of these two problem*. The result also shows that the Beer's la-v w ill have to 

be modified to a matrix law to accommodate systems that are not spherically symmetric.
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In the discussions of the equation of radiative transfer, derived from energy 

balance considerations along a pencil of radiation traversing an interacting medium 

(Schuster 1905, M ilne 1930), the radiation field is characterized entirely by the specific 

intensity. A  more complete description of the radiction field, however, requires 

Hie consideration of three additional quantities with different transformation properties—  

the e llip tic ity , the orientation of the axes of the polarization ellipse and the degree of 

polarization. The inclusion of these polarization characteristics of the radiation field  

in the transfer equation, so as to account for their changcvas the radiation field propagates 

through a medium,was not at a ll obvious. It was apparent to Chandrcsekhar, when ccn- 

fronted by this problem in 1945, that an alternate description of the polarized radiation 

was necessary and, contrary to current notions, this was not well known at that time.

The density matrix formalism of Landau and Von Neumann were familiar to nuclear 

physicists but its relationship to radiative transfer was unknown. It was a chance remark 

in an old text book of optics by Walker that led Chandrasekhar to the paper of Sir 

George Stokes, a paper that was as obscure then as it is famous now.

Stokes showed that four bilinear quantities (that have become known as Stokes 

parameters) constructed from the components of the e lectric fie ld , afforded a complete 

and equivalent description of a polarized (incoherent) radiation field. From Stoko s' 

description, therefore, a sense of unity emerged in that the four properties associated 

with an incoherent polarized radiation field were described by the four Stokes parameters 

with similar transformation p-operties. One of the parameters identified as the specific 

intensity by Chandrasekhar (1950) obeyed the equation of transfer and this, presumably, led

1. Introduction
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him to postulate that the other three pjrameters also satisfied an equation sim ilar in form. 

Contrasted against this, in the earlier formalism, the e llip t ic ity  transformed 

very differently from the specific intensity and, thus the extension of the equation 

of radiative transfer to include the e llip tic ity  of the radiation field  was nontrivial. 

Chandrasekhar assembled the four Stokes parameters in u column vector, that has since 

become known as the Stokes vector, and formally transcribed the scalar equation of 

transfer to a vector equation. The usefulness of this vector equation was firmly established 

when Chandrasekhar's multiple scattering calculation yielded the first correct description 

of the polarization of a sun-lit sky.

There are two subtle and basic problems associated with the conventional 

formulation of radiative transfer that have been ignored. The first problem in the formalism 

pertains to the identification of a Stokes parameter with the specific intensity. The specific  

intensity has associated with it not only the coordinate dependence, selecting the point at 

which the radiation field is defined, but also an angle dependence defining the direction o f 

flow of the radiation. The Stokes parameters, however, have only a coordinate dependence 

and this inadequacy in the degrees of freedom has not been, heretofore, exp lic itly  stated 

in the literature.

The second problem arises out of the wave nature of the radiation fie ld . V/olf 

(1976) has correctly voiced the concern that despite the formulation of the classical theory 

of the electromagnetic field over a century ago and the quantized theory over fifty years 

ago, the radiation transfer has been treated on a phenomenological footing that bears little  

resemblance to either of the two rigorous formulations. This phenomenological basis of 

the theory of radiative transfer is rarely, if  ever, mentioned in the licrature. For 

instance, the relationship of the specific intensity, that plays a crucial role in the
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description of energy flow in the ;■■•Kject of radiative transfer, v/ith the electromagnetic 

description of energy flow  in  terms o f the Poynting's vector is obscure. The approximate 

nature of the rad iative transfer theory is evident when it is juxtaposed with the theorem 

due to Van C itte rt, Zem ike and W o lf (Born and W o lf 1964). This theorem implies that an 

incoherent field  develops coherence by merely propagating through free space. The 

implication is that a description o f the radiation fie ld  in terms of Stokes parameters must 

necessarily be incomplete or approximate. Radiation transfer follows the path of a ray or 

a pencil of rays and in this sense it is akin to geometrical optics. It is, of course-, well 

known that geometrical optics provides only an approximate description of a restricted class 

of optical phenomena. A  complete description is possible only when proper account is 

taken of the wave nature of light and the interference and diffraction phenomena 

associated with them. This suggests that a rigorous theory of radiative transfer must include 

the wave aspccts o f the electromagnetic radiation but the implementation of this idea is 

not straight forward. These two problems raise serious questions on the va lid ity  of the 

conventional radiative transfer formalism.

To a lla y  these fears, a rigorous derivation of the vector equation of transfer w ill 

be provided from first principles. W hile interactions w ill be included, the effect on the 

direct beam alone w ill be considered so as to simplify the task. This is nothing but 

the vector form of the Beer's law . This specific, a lbeit simple, example v/ill provide a 

frame of reference for studying the modifications that are necessary to includc the wave 

aspects of the polarized radiation fie ld . Evident as it is that this analysis has not 

addressed itself to the important problem of multiple scattering and the diffuse 

radiation fie ld , it may still be viewed as a useful starting point for such discussions.



This paper is arranged as follows. The two problems associated with rad iative  

transfer are identified in  section 2 . In section 3 the vector Beer's lev/ is derived from 

first principles. The new definition of specific intensity that resolves one of the problems 

us well as providing the means of reconciling this vector equation .vith the Van C ittert-  

Zem ike-W olf theorem is given in section 4 . The vector Beer's law has associated with it 

a matrix structure which is cruc ia lly  dependent on the symmetry of thy scattering system. A  

summary of the- forms of this matrix for various systems is also given in section 4 whilu the details 

of the analysis are deferred to the appendix. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results.

Section 2 . Problem in the radiative transfer formalism.

It has been known for a long time that the concepts of complete coherence and 

incoherence are inadequate for the description of many interesting physicc! phenomena.

The demonstration by Verdet that sunlight, customarily viewed as an incchorent lij^ it, can 

ptnduce Young's interference fringes when the pin holes ore loss than about 0.05 mm 

apart suggested the consideration of partially coherent radiation fie ld . The recent advances 

in spectroscopy, radio aitronomy and la e r  technology have emphasized the im p o rtan t of 

the concept of partial coherence. The theory of partia lly  coherent light deals with the 

statistical aspects of the electromagnetic radiation field with the amplitude of the light 

wave being treated as a random variab le.

In the coherence theory as introduced by W o lf it is the analytic signal associated 

with the real electromagnetic field that enters the discussion (Bom and W o lf 1964, p. 496).

Fron. the analytic signal representation of the e lectric  fie ld  E(x^, t) it is possible to 

construct the 2 x 2  partial coherence matrix whose elements are

(* i»  £2 ' *1 ~ *2̂  = ^ X2 ' *2^  w^ere *  stancfc complex conjugate,

( )  represents an ensemble average and the subscripts k , X assume values 1 or 2. The

5
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appearance of the re la tive  time coordinate is an im plic it acknowledgement of the 

assumption of a stationary fie ld . When X j T x^ then is ca lled  the two point

function or, as W o lf ca lls i t ,  the mutual coherence function (Born and W o lf 1964).

When X j - x^ an<̂  = *2 ^ien  ^  k/ ' s Ca^e^ coherency matrix. The coherency 

matrix elements T, arc very simply related to the Stokes parameters. When they are
K t

assembled into a 4 x 1 vector and subjected to cn appropriate linear transformation , th / 

become the Stokes vector 1 t , Q, UV " considered by Chandrasekhar. That is

1 =- r r  + r 22; q  = r n  - u = r 12- ? 21; v  = i ( r 21 - r ]2 )

( i )
This identification of ( F  ) w iih the specific intensity of the radiation

fie ld  raises a subtle problcn that has escaped notice. The specific intensity of radiation  

7 was introduce^ a' a measure of the amount of radiant energy transported across an 

elemental area in a particular direction. That is to say, I is expected to vary from 

point to point (coordinate dependent) and also with direction through every point. The 

Stokes [ arameters 3  ̂f o e  coordinate dependent but have no further directional 

dependence. Thus the conventional identification of the Stokes parameter to the specific 

intensity of rcdiation is manifestly inadequate. This defect not withstanding, the 

Chandrasekhar vector radiative transfer formalism has yie lded results that have been 

verified  by experiment (Kuriyan 1974). Therefore, it is desirable that any modification 

introduced in the theory to remedy the above inadequacy does as litt le  damage to, and 

perhaps even preserve in tact, the results derived earlie r.

After having identified the physical quantities associated with the characteristics  

of the radiation fie ld , it is necessary to describe its transport through space. This is
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contained in the equation o f rad iative transfer that defines the change of the specific 

intensity from point to point in space. Chandrasekhcr obtained the corresponding 

equation for the polarized radiation fie ld  by replacing the specific intensity by the 

Stokes vector. In this formalism, therefore, it is the coherency matrix that describes 

the rad iative fie ld  at a ll times. This, however, violates a fundamental theorem due 

to Van C itte rt, Zernike and W o lf (Born end W o lf 1966; Beran and Parrent 1964;

Klauder and Sudarshan 1968) that the intensity of radiation at any point in space can 

be constructed in terms of the two-point function (mutual coherence matrix elements) 

defined on a surface and not simply in terms of the intensity across the surfocc. An 

equivalent statement of this theorem is that a field generated by an incoherent source enquire; 

partial coherence by virtue of propagation t'irough free space and thus c complete trectmcrt 

of the transfer of radiation necessitates the consideration of the partia lly  coherent 

fie ld  and its transport. To elcborate further, conventionally it is the positive frequencies 

in the time dependence of the fields C(x,t) that are chcsen and these _;re the analytic  

signals of Gabor (Born and W o lf 1964, p. 496). In th;s case the fields obey first order 

differential equations in tit*t. and by virtue of their defining equation, T   ̂

obeys two differential equations (Sudarshan 1969) one in the set of variables (x^, t^) and the 

other in the set ( x j , ^ *  These equations imply that if  ‘s *<nov/n

for any one value of ovc*'_£H £ ] an<̂  ~2 ^ en ^k/ known ^  values of

11~*'2* niotion in free space can also be used, with the aid of G reen 's

theorem, to propagate , that is to say, to evaluate on 'la te r1 surfaces

* 1 'X2 r̂° m '*S •̂now ê<̂ 9e on an earhcr surface. The construction here is analogous 

to the construction of solutions to wave equations and leads to the Van C ittert
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Zem ike-W o lf theorem.

It is evident that the Van C ittert-Zern ike-W olf theorem is a manifestation 

of the w ave nature of the radiation fie ld  and the requirement imposed by the equation 

of rad iative transfer that the intensity at any one point be constructed in terms of intensity 

at other points forces the exclusion of these wave aspects o f the radiation. This suggests 

that the relationship of rad iative transfer to the theory of partial coherence is akin to 

the relationship of geometrical to physical optics.

To incorporate the wave aspects into rad iative transfer W o lf (1976) defined a 

scalar and vector quantity in terms of invariants of certain  new correlation tensors of 

the electromagnetic fie ld  and showed that the equation obeyed by the new quantities 

for a statistically homogeneous fie ld  reduccs to ihe equation of rad iative transfer for 

a free field  (Zubairy and W o lf 1977, W o lf 1978). The extension of this discussion to 

the transport of radiation in an interacting medium is, however, not obvious.

Further c la rif ica tlo n w ili be obtained from a study of the simple problem of 

the passage of a beam of radiation trough  a scattering medium, ignoring the diffuse 

radiation fie ld  generated by the scattering process. The solution to this problem in 

radiative transfer is the Beer's law . Tho scattered wave w ill be used to construct the trans

mitted beam and an exp lic it check performed on the va lid ity  of the Beer's law . This 

analysis, contained in the next section, w ill be used to establish the compatibility of 

the derived results with the Van C ittert-Zem ike-W olf theorem. This example w ill also 

serve as a veh ic le  to re-examine the inadequacy associated with the identification of 

the specific intensity w ith a Stokes parameter.
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Section 3. Vector Beer's law from firs* principles.

Consider a plane electromagnetic wave propagating along the z direction  

and let it traverse a plane para lle l medium homogeneous in the x-y plane. In the 

ensuing discussion multiple scattering w ill be ignored. The form of the scattered 

solution at large enough distances w ill be

J £ )  = £ j r l  e 'k (r " z ) ]  E_inc 

where S is the 2 x 2  scattering cmplitude matrix whose elements are functions of the 

angle_r makes with the propagation direction z.

Consider scatterers w ith in a slice Az of the medium near the origin. The 

radiation fie ld  viewed in the forward direction on a screcn at a distance z is obtained 

by summing the effects due to each of the scatterers in the slice of thickness Az cbout 

the plane z - 0. Let N  be the number of scatterers per unit volume. The forward 

scattered field cf the scrcetv w ill be given by

E (0 ,0 ,z )  =
r 2 i r  i k [ V \ ?  t z 2  -  z ]

i  + N A z  do J S (a) e- w - - .-----
J o o “ n/v ^ + z 2

. V d V
J

c inc

(2)

where ^ is the unit matrix in 2 x 2 space, (V, c )  define the polar coordinates in the 

plane (z = const) containing the scatterers and a = tan  ̂ —.

(3)

2
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It is possible to obtain an approximation to the above integral as fellows.

S (a)
ik [ |\^+z2 - z ]

V d V  =
ik

, . d r ik( V\^+z^-z)-,S (a) -r- .e  j d v
a

s (a)

«o
■s.

+ i- 
k

ik ( nJ n̂ + z ^ - z)

-̂--

ik( \ \ ? + z 2 - z )  d <- M  .v
d v ! (a) d V

V -  0

(4)

Thus, for a slab of thickness A z , the forward scattered fie ld  is

.§ (0,0,z) = L'i +
. i2nNAz (ojj^ inc. (5)

It is worth noting that since z t ,  in the above expressions 

ond \f z2 + V* - z  «  V2/2z and v/z"2 + V 2 z. It is now evident

that the transformation .V- yV ; z -  (j z w ill not alter the value of the integral.

This scaling low implies that the contribution to the integral in the approximation 

arises from a circular section whose radius grows as the square root of the linear 

distance from the screen.

The essential point of the approximation, however, is the neglect of the second 

end higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion of S(a). Having calculated E 

for an incident plane wave inc at the point (0 ,0 , z), the translation invariance of
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the plane wave (in the x-y plane) implies that the same expression is valid  for E (x ,y ,z )  

and thus the emergent wave is also a plane wave.

The Chandrasekhar-Stokes vector defined earlier can be obtained from a simple 

linecr transformation of the 4 x 1 vector

f  (r) ®S :(r)

v.here denotes an outer product of mctrices. Using the scattered field derived above, 

in matrix notation,

(E* ®  E) = [ H f i  11 + — L  Az I -II fc S (o) - S ( o f  <*i; } ] (e /  <x E. )k ‘ ' me 'in c

The Chandrasekhcr-Stokes vector I  is obtained by the linear transformation ^

I  = T(E* @ E ) where T Is a 4 x 4 numerical matrix that can be

derived from (Eq. 1).

It Is, therefore, possible to cast the above equation in f!io form

I  - I. -»AT .  - I. U z M l .  (7)sc me inc inc me

where M  is the 4 x 4  matrix

M - L  - 2nN • T [ li ®  S (o) - S*(o) x 1| "j T_1 (8)

In general M  is a matrix that can have non-diagonal elements coupling the various 

components of the Stokes vector. Therefore, the generalization of the differential form 

of Beer's law to include polarization of the radiation field is not simply a scalar law  

extended to a ll the components of the Stokes vector but a matrix differential law of 

the form

A l  = Az M l  (9)
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O n ly  when M  is a scalar multiple of the unit matrix does the above law becomes the

usual differential form of Beer's law .

Chandrasekhar's interest was centered on the effects of multiple scattering

and thus his differential vector equation was for the diffuse radiation fie ld , obtained by

subtracting the direct beam from the total radiation fie ld . The subtracted term in

Chandrasekhar's treatment is nothing but the scalar Beer's lav/. The analysis provided

later w ill reveal that the adoption of the scalar beer's law was correct for the problem

considered by Chandrasekhar but w ill require modification for other physical situations.

The incident and scattered fields ere 'pure' states of polarization. In nature,

however, partially polarized ('m ixed') states occur. The coherency matrix or the Stokes

parameter formalism permits the consideration of mixed states. The equivalent method in

quantum mechanic: is the density matrix formalism of Landau and Von Neumann. The

transformation induced by scattering (eq. 5) r.an be formally represented as

E. - E = Q  E. and corresponding to this the coherency matrix is transformed,-in ~ --inc

£  -  r  = Q  r .  Q .  This w ill,  of course, define the development of the Stokes me inc

parameters of the field  during the passage of the radiation through the interacting medium.

These results w ill be examined nextyso as to c larify  the two problems identified 

in the last section. Analysis of the matrix M  w ill also be provided for various physical 

situations.
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It is now possible to provide a precise identification of specific intensity 

without perturbing the results derived in the Chandrasekhar formalism of radiation  

transfer.

In radiative transfer theor/ the radiation field is assumed to behave much 

like  an ideal gas of corpuscular photons that are defined with arbitrary color and 

located in narrow pencils. The wave nature of light requires that this narrow 

pencil diffract and spread. Thus the basic postulates of radiative transfer theory must 

be carefully interpreted to make it  consistent with wavo optics.

A similar problem exists when a transition is mcde from c la^ ica l to quantum 

mechanical system:. In a classical system the positions and momenta of particles can 

be represented by a phase space density thai is everywhere non-negative. The situation 

for the quantum system is very different owing to fhu rcstrictior placed by the uncertainty 

principle. Wigner (1932) and Moya I (1949) defined a phase spaco density for a quantum 

system as w e ll, but this is a quasi-probability density that is not everywhrre non-negative. 

Nevertheless, as long as the average of this phase space density over phase volumes of 

a unit cell or more is considered,the resulting expressions are non-negative.

It is possible, by analogy to the W igner-Moyal phase space density, to provide 

a new definition of the specific intensity of radiation as the following transform of the 

two-point (mutual coherence) function

= ^  J  r ( x " i X /  * + i-y)e‘̂ ’y dfi

where dn  denotes the integration with respect to the angular variables defined by the unit 

vector Here I  depends on the intensity at and around the point x. Note that in proceeding

Section 4 . Resolution of the problems.
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from the wave optics description of the two-point function T  V , i n v o l v i n g  the 

6 position labels, to the geometrical ray optics quantify l (x ,p ) ,  the relative 

coordinate label x - x 1 has been transformed to the ‘momentum* label p . The 

magnitude of p is identified with the frequency and its angular orientation (9, y») 

refers to the direction along which the specific intensity of radiation is defined at the
4-

point x . As stated earlier, scattering imposes the transformation F. - l ' - Q  1 . O— inc inc

Since the matrix Q  has nc coordinate dependence the new definition of the specific 

intensity undergoes the same transformation as before. Thus the results derived from 

Chandrasekhar's formulation carry over !o this new formulation with essentially no change.

Wolf (1976) has un alternate a.nd different identification of the 'pecifi- intensity 

of quasi-mcnochrcmatic radiation. As a result of this the specific int-'-nsity is no 

longer a real function but, as W olf points out, the observaHe averaj-d quantities are 

real. As opposed to this, the definition suggested in this paper leads to a specific 

intensity that is real. Having arrived at a consistent definition of the specific intensity 

of the radiation field, it is now po:sibie to investigate the compatibility cf the matrix 

Beer's law with thr results of the Van C ittert, Zem ike and W olf Theorem.

In the dei ,otion provided in section 3 the propagation equation was arrived at 

from general considerations that did not include rays or narrow pencils. The scatteiers 

were an assembly of parallel slabs and the beam very broad. The Van Cittert-Zernike- 

W olf theorem states that even when the primary radiating surface is fully incoherent, when 

the wave travels a distance that is very large compared with the linear dimensions of the 

primary surface then the wave acquires partial coherence. But when the primary surface is 

in fin itely large, as in the case of the plane wave considered earlier, the coherence developed 

by propagation is such that any two points on any plane paraiiel to the primary surface have



no correlation, provided the two points arc- separated by a distance lar ĉ- compared 

with the wavelength. This is analogous to the situation in optics where the consider

ation of a wide slit obviate; the need for the introduction of diffrcctior. effects. Thus 

the derivation of trie simple radiative transfer equation In trie last section side steps the 

consequences of the Van Cittert-Zernike-V/olf theorem because the consideration of a 

plane wave is a sufficient condition for the rigorous valid ity of the transfer equation.

Having detived the generalized version of the Beer's lew it is meaningful to 

investigate the restrictions placed on the result by the symmetry of the scattering system.

It is convenient to return to the description of the electric field and the tran^formc.::on 

induced or, it by the scattering mechanism.

5. — > E - T 4 NAz 3 \o)"V E.i nr. I  k ~ J  me

There are three distinct cases of interest':

Case (i). If S(o) is a rr, 'Itip 'l" of the un't matrix then the icc'^-ri^j vsten is spherically 

symmetric and optica lly inactive. This corresponds to the case treated by Chandrasekhar 

and yields the usual scalar Boer’s low.

Case ( ii).  S is net a multiple of the unit matrix hut is invariant under rotations around

the propagation direction k̂  (z axis in this case).

The general form of E is f E . 4 g k x C. where f and g a r ’ . ininc - inc

general, complex numbers (see appendix for further detcils). The medium affects the 

two circular polcrization states differently. This would be due to either optical ac tiv ity  

or an asymmetry in the assembly of scatterers.

Case ( iii)  _S is not invariant under rotations around k. Lot n be the vector (not coincident 

with k ) that characterizes the orientation of the system of scattcrers. In this case,
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as shown in the appendix, the form of E is f E . + g k x E .
— m e  — inc.

, , c x (n . E . )(n . k ) k + h n • t. n- ' 'me - - 1 inc - ----
k2

1 i-(n. E .  ) ( r x k )- inc ~

5. Conclusions

In attempting to reconcile the theory of transfer of the polarized radiation 

field with the results of elechomagnetic theory two important problems arise,both of 

which are attributable to the W'-'e nature of the radiation field.

The first problem is the recognition that the conventional identification of 

the specific intensity with the elements of the coherency matrix is inadequate because 

the latter depends sc M y  on a co-ordinate point and cannot accommodate the additional 

annulcn dcp<.ndi‘ncc- i t i  _r,i:-.ry k) define the specific intenrity. By es!c’jiishing an analogy 

between this problem and that of defining the pha'.e space denrity cf a quantum mechanical 

system it wcs possible to arrive at a now identification of the specific intensity as a Fourier 

trensform (with respect to the relative coordinates) of the two-point function. The trans

formations induced on the two-point function by the scattering process carry over 

unscathed to the newly defined specified intensity and, therefore, ca ll for no revisions 

to the numerical results obtained until now. Next, os a result of the Van Cittert-  

Zernike-W olf theorem, the complete description of the propagation of the radiation field 

requires the consideration of the two-point function (mutual coherence matrix) and not, 

as in radiative transfer, merely the coherency matrix (Stokes parameters). A  related
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observation that a narrow pencil of radiation would eventually, due to c'ufroctior., 

spread c!so ha: its roots in the- v.cve espect cf i'-e raiJi jHon In is in je c te d  that

a geometrical optics limit may avoid the co~s3 deration of diffraction ty pe phe.oner.a 

rendering the radiative* transfer forme laticn rigorous.

For purposes of illustration of these idcoh the transport of a 'W id e" beam of 

radiation through a scattering medium was considered. The forward scattered beam was 

found to obey Beer's law , the violation of the V c  ^ 'ttert-Zernikj-Y/olf theorem 

being attributable to the large width c f the beam. The two point functions were 

calculated end the transformation induced on them by the scattering medium explicitly 

stated. This transformation carried over to the ncv/Iy defined specific intensity cs w e ll.

Q u ite  unexpectedly the Beer's lav/ exhibited a matrix structure that depended 

cruciolly on the symmetry of the scc'tering system. The special cases currespx>:idir>j to 

ti e diverse forn.s of the scattering system were analvned end the general form of the 

scattered v/ave was deduced. It 'vas evident that the .ransrnission of radiation through 

an assembly of non spherical scctterers w ill necessitate the consideration of a matrix 

Beer's lav/ with the coupling of the va ious components of the Chandrcsokhcr-Stokos 

vector. This result w ill find application in extinction measurements through non 

spherical scattcrers such os those [resent in Cirrus clouds.
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Appendix

To systematically examine the implication:, c.T thc- mrjtrlyc siruc; re of tA if

i i  convenient to return to the description of the electric field ard it; trarr/ :r.nation 

by Hie scattering medium, eq. (5)

E. '  E j I  + ~  MAz S (o) I E. me k J me

Case (i) If S(o) is a multiple of the unit matrix then the scattering i/stem is spherically 

syniTittric and this corresponds to the case considered by Chandrasekhar and yields the 

usual Beer's law.

C ose (ii) S is not a multiple of the unit matrix but is invariant under rotations arounJ

the propagation direction k (z axis in this case).

The most cjcneral form of SE. can be deduced from the foilowing conditions: J  f me a

SE. (i) must be linear in E. ; ( ii) must be orthogonal to the propagation vector. The . inc me

first condition is a consequence of the linearity of the transformation and the second 

cond:tion corresponds to the transvcrsality of the scattered wave.

It is evident that the most geneial form of the scattered wcrve is given by 

E = f E. + g k x E. with f and g, in general, complex.' i n c  —  -  inr.

If the circular polarization states Ê   ̂ - E ± i E are considered then the
x y

(±) . (i)above equation simplifies to E = (f ± i g k) E.nc . Now it  is evident that the medium 

affects the two circulcr polarization states differently, indicating optical activ ity . 

Further, since f and g are in general complex, there is also the possibility of different 

absorption coefficients for the two polarization states.
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Case ( i i i )  S is not Invariant under rotation' around k. Let n be vector not coincident

with k that characterizes the orientation cf the system of scctteren.

In this care there are 3 vectors E. , k and n and it is n.j^-.star, o coriiTruct
- tnc

the linear!/ independent set of vectors that obey the two conditions (of trc. oversell ty

and linearity in E. ).
' inc

The vectors that are linear in E. are L. , ^  (n x E. ). n x x E. ),inc inc inc ■nc

n x (n x E. ), n x  E. . k x E. , (n • E. ) n, (n . E. )(n x k). To render the above inc me - -'me - inc tnc -

vectors transverse it is necessary to subtract their projection alon^ r. f or instance

n x E. • k
(n x E. ) n x  E. - ( ---- -- ---J kinc tr inc , 2

k

Since the transverse vectors are confined to the x-y plane it is possible to view  them 

as 2 x 2  matrices acting on the 2 x 1 column vector defined by the incident 

e lectric  fie ld.

It is v. ell knewr. rhut the 2 x 2  matrix space is spanned by A inJeoer- i -1

2 x 2  Pauli matrices, usually represented as a (a - 0, 1, 2, 3),
a

. 1 0 ,  , 0  1,  0 - i .  
ao ■ ( 0 ! ’ " t  ' 1 0 ’ ‘'2 ' i 0 ’

end a - ( ]. ^ ). Thus it is possible to deduce from general principles that there
O V " I

are, at most, 4 independent transverse vectors in the problem und t consideration.

To proceed with the analysis, the expansion of both k x (n x E . ) and nx1,1*, x E. )ire me

yields a scalar multiple of E. . Therefore, these two vectors can be iqnered if E.'  • inc ine

is chosen as the first vector.

(n x E. ) and (k x E. ) both correspond to the same matrix - ia „ acting on E. -inc '  m e  2 - inc

ond thus only one of them say k x J j nc *s independent and is the second vector.



rn x (n x E. ) and (n • E. ) n can Loth be exijrcssed ir, the four, c c t La, m e  m e  o 1

a 't irv j on E. . Acain 111* • t, ird irnjer<_-nderit vector is to i _ m e or the two” ' me "

say. <n • E. - in • L. ; (n .k  ) r . Tr,e vector (n . L. ; <n y k ) j iw s  rise to ?:icinc '  iric - inc.
I

mctrix expressible cs c a * U ; „  Co-. T' i.s this is tr i_- to :•;.: i;_._ r.en .e .tc i for
o / 3

the proolem. The four vectors defined thus span tre  ? x 2 r'atrix srace corrpletel/ 

and every other rr.atrix or vector can L '1 expressed in fi r rs  of this Lcsis.

Ac k no v/l ed cime nt s

W e would like to thc^k Professcr E. W olf for a sjp fuI reading of the many 

and mci.ing severul useful suggestior s to improve th' c larify  of the discussions.
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